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e d i t o r ’s l e t t e r

What does broken windows policing—the theory that law enforcement should aggressively pursue arrests of minor offenses in order to avoid a slippery slope of criminality—have to do with the Right? That is the question that attorney and author Andrea
Ritchie explores in this issue’s cover story, “Black Lives Over Broken Windows” (pg.
4). The paradigm that emerged from neoconservative approaches to law enforcement
in the 1980s has played a major role in many of the recent deaths and assaults of Black
citizens at the hands of police, from Michael Brown, shot for jaywalking; to Eric Garner, killed by an illegal chokehold for allegedly selling loose cigarettes; to Rosan Miller,
also choked by police for grilling on the sidewalk. What Ritchie finds is that the seeds
of this theory emerged from unproven “folk wisdom” that, with the help of right-wing
think tanks and leaders, was sharpened into the deadly force it is today. Accompanying Ritchie’s piece is our cover artist, Molly Crabapple, a widely-renowned multi-media
artist and writer, whose own work has drawn significant attention to the problems with
broken windows policing.
Our commentary in this issue (pg. 3) comes from award-winning journalist David
Neiwert, who examines the ties between the rise of presumptive Republican presidential nominee Donald Trump and the White Nationalist Far Right. With Trump’s ascension has come the reemergence of White supremacists, xenophobes, and conspiracists,
who for years had been relegated to the outskirts of right-wing politics but now have
been emboldened by Trump’s brash and offensive campaign. Following the rise of the
Tea Party and mimicking the producerist narrative demonizing both liberals and the
poor, Trump has tapped into this large, but largely unseen, voting bloc and is helping
mainstream its dangerous positions.
Human rights activist and writer Jonathan Hutson offers a uniquely first-hand look
at how racial and religious double standards play out in the investigation and prosecution of threats of mass violence in his article, “Racial Double Standards in a Mass
Shooting Threat Case” (pg. 10). In 2015, Hutson encountered David Lenio, a young
White supremacist from an influential right-wing family who was using his social media accounts to make numerous and explicit threats to shoot both Jewish leaders and elementary school children. Although law enforcement found Lenio—a self-proclaimed
“potential terrorist”—armed with multiple guns and in possession of materials that
could have constituted an even greater threat, the treatment of his case would prove far
different from what one might expect.
Continuing the theme of tracing the deep roots of racist policing policies, journalist
Lindsay Beyerstein interviews author and professor Simone Browne on her new book,
Dark Matters: On the Surveillance of Blackness (pg. 16). Browne, who straddles the
fields of African Studies and Surveillance Studies, takes the very long view in exploring how Black bodies have been tracked for centuries. She uncovers the origins of mass
surveillance in the United States in the early days of slavery, and traces that lineage
through to today’s high-tech methods of monitoring the public.
Taken together, these articles explore a range of ways in which racism is woven into
right-wing (as well as moderate and liberal) politics as well as broader state and institutional practices. At a time when the country faces high stakes in the coming presidential election, and when the movement for Black lives is resisting continued violence and
discrimination, it’s an important moment for these discussions. We hope this issue of
The Public Eye can further inform those discussions and action.
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commentary

BY DAVID NEIWERT

Trump and Right-Wing Populism
A Long Time Coming

M

ost Americans surveying
the wreckage of the national political landscape
amid the 2016 presidential
election are startled, most of all, by the
ugliness and violence that has suddenly
returned to our electoral politics thanks
to the prominence of racist Far Right
ideology in the Republican contest. And
they shudder at the prospect of what
that might mean for the nation’s politics long after de facto Republican nominee Donald Trump departs the scene—
whenever that may be.
Almost as suddenly as Trump himself
emerged as a major player in the race,
so too did an array of White Nationalists and supremacists, conspiracists
and xenophobes, and even Klansmen
and skinheads. For decades these figures had been relegated to the outskirts
of right-wing politics, and many mainstream observers seemed to think they’d
gone extinct.1
The brashly offensive statements
made by Trump about any number of minority groups or other individuals have
likewise confounded observers.
“He is defying the laws of political
gravity right now,” exclaimed mainstream political consultant Michael
Bronstein in January. “Inside the presidential race, any one of these lines, if
they were associated [with] another
candidate, it would’ve ended the candidacy.”2
But the normal rules simply do not
apply with Trump. Although he presents himself as a truth-talking business
conservative—having emerged largely
from these ranks—Trump has transformed himself into a creature of the
populist Hard Right, the movement to
which he owes his electoral success. The
ideology that is identifiable through the
candidate’s braggadocious and at times

The crowd goes wild at a Donald Trump rally in Dallas, Texas in September 2015. Credit: Jamelle Bouie via Flickr.

incoherent speaking style is the “producerist” narrative,3 which pits ordinary
White working people against both liberals—who are cast as an oppressive
class of elites—and the poor and immigrants, who are denigrated as parasites.
Producerism has historically been tied
to far-right movements, whether the Ku
Klux Klan of the 1920s or the Patriot/militia movement of the 1990s and today.
The rhetoric of the militia movement,
which arose during the Bill Clinton administration, served to help mainstream
the Radical Right. Most of these militias initially presented themselves as
ordinary civic organizations devoted to
protecting people’s rights and property,
even as they gathered a large number of
violent militants within their ranks. But
any positive spin on the movement was
derailed by acts of terrorism associated
with the movement, like the Oklahoma
City bombing. Marginalized, the Patri-

ots largely went into hiatus in the early
part of the new century, during the conservative Republican administration of
George W. Bush, but the motivations
that fueled their movement remained
very much alive.
During the same years that militias
were first organizing, right-wing media
simultaneously arose as a separate propaganda organ that demonized liberals
and presented conservatives as the only
true American patriots. The following
decade, during the Iraq War, conventional right-wing rhetoric on outlets like
Fox News became vociferous and eliminationist: liberals were derided as “soft
on terror,” and any criticism of Bush and
his administration was denounced as
“treasonous.” Meanwhile, conspiracist
elements of the Far Right found fuel in
the aftermath of September 11th, which
produced an entire cottage industry devoted to proving the terror attacks part
Commentary, continued on page 19
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BY ANDREA J. RITCHIE

Black Lives Over Broken Windows
Challenging the Policing Paradigm Rooted in Right-Wing “Folk Wisdom”

W

hen protesters developed
a platform to end police
violence in the wake of
the 2014 police shooting
of 18-year-old Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, the first of their 10
demands was to end “broken windows”
policing, the law enforcement paradigm
marked by aggressive policing of minor
offenses and heavy police presence in
low-income Black communities.1
Broken windows policing is what led
Ferguson police officer Darren Wilson
to approach Michael Brown simply for
walking in the middle of the street. It
is what motivated police to repeatedly
harass Eric Garner, a 43-year-old Staten
Island resident who was killed earlier
that summer by NYPD officer Daniel
Pantaleo, using a banned police chokehold during an encounter initiated over
Garner’s alleged sale of loose cigarettes.
And in 2015 it was what brought Baltimore police into contact with Freddie
Gray, a 25-year-old Baltimore man who
was initially stopped while allegedly
fleeing from police officers in his low-income Black community—and who died
after his spinal cord was severed while
he was in police custody.
The role of broken windows policing
in each death quickly became the focus
of protesters from the Black Lives Matter movement and other civil rights advocates. Just days after Brown’s death,
national president of the NAACP Cornell
William Brooks said, “The death of Michael Brown strikes me as the latest, sad
chapter in an ongoing national narrative
about a form of policing, broken windows policing, that is simply not right
for the country.”2 In New York City, This
Stops Today—an ad hoc coalition taking its name from Eric Garner’s words
on the day he died to the officers who
had repeatedly harassed him—made
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Rally against broken windows policy outside of the Manhattan Institute in New York City, December 10, 2014.
Source: Hollow Sidewalks via Flickr. License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/.

ending broken windows one of their 11
demands. (The 11 demands were issued
in honor of the 11 times that Garner was
seen on video telling the officers who
killed him, “I can’t breathe.”3)
Broken windows policing is not only
all too often lethal, it also contributes to
the use of excessive and illegal force in
the context of the most mundane police
encounters. It led a New York City officer to put Rosan Miller, a seven-months
pregnant Black woman initially approached for grilling outside her home,
into the same banned chokehold that
had led to Garner’s death just a few weeks
before.4 It was the excuse for another officer to slam Stephanie Maldonado to
the ground in New York City’s West Village for “jaywalking” like Mike Brown.5
It was what led police to arrest Duanna

Johnson, a Black transgender woman,
for prostitution—one focus of broken
windows policing—while walking down
a street in Memphis, Tennessee, in 2008,
only to beat her bloody with metal handcuffs at the police station in an incident
captured on video because she refused
to answer to “faggot.”6 Broken windows
policing also created opportunities for
recently convicted Oklahoma City police
officer Daniel Holzclaw to stop women
as they walked down the street to inquire
as to what they were doing and where
they were going, thus facilitating his
sexual harassment, assault, and rape of
13 Black women and girls.7
THE‘FOLK’ORIGINS OF BROKEN WINDOWS

What does broken windows policing
have to do with the Right? In part, the
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answer lies in where it came from: an police memorandum, “Reclaiming the punished, eventually commit more seoutgrowth of the conservative “law and Public Spaces of New York,” citing both rious offenses: a sort of slippery slope
order” agendas of the early 1980s. Neo- the pair’s Atlantic article and the infa- of criminality. The new logic of broken
conservatives George Kelling and James mous 1965 Moynihan Report, which windows, according to Tanya Erzen, a
Q. Wilson outlined the theory underly- blamed social dysfunction on Black fam- scholar of American conservatism, writing in Zero Tolerance: Quality of Life and
ing broken windows policing in a 1982 ilies, and particularly, Black mothers.16
Atlantic Quarterly article.8 Kelling is a
The broken windows theory, brilliant- the New Police Brutality in New York City,
senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute, ly summarized in a recent video created is that “graffiti taggers, turnstile jumpand Wilson, before his death in 2012, by Molly Crabapple,17 goes something ers and kids in a public park are either
was a board member at the American like this: if signs of disorder—like bro- already criminals, or simply criminals in
Enterprise Institute, both right-wing ken windows—and minor offenses—like the making.”19
Even the theory’s biggest proponent,
think tanks.9 According to Wilson and loitering, panhandling, and graffiti—are
his colleagues, liberal concessions to left unchecked, then it’s only a matter of New York City Police Commissioner Bill
civil rights movements and protest cul- time before a community descends into Bratton—who spearheaded its impletures of the 1960s and ‘70s were signifi- chaos and violence. According to Kelling mentation in New York City under Maycant contributing factors to the urban and Wilson, the only way to prevent this or Giuliani, actively promoted its spread
chaos broken windows policing pur- from happening is through aggressive around the country both as a consultant
ports to address.10 In 1985, Wilson co- enforcement and prosecution of minor and as Los Angeles Police Commissionwrote a book, Crime and Human Nature, offenses. At its core, broken windows re- er, and pursued it with renewed vigor in
with Richard J. Herrnstein, a co-author lies on fear-mongering, stoked by famil- his second tenure in New York City under
of The Bell Curve, which notoriously ad- iar right-wing themes about the need for current Mayor Bill de Blasio—concedes
vanced a theory of racial differences in increased “security” and a compulsion to that neither premise has ever been conintelligence. Wilson’s own 1975 book, root out certain groups of people as em- clusively proven.20 In fact, several studThinking About Crime, argued that crime bodied threats to a particular way of life. ies undermine the theory’s claims.21 In a
is the product of individual and social
But even Kelling and Wilson acknowl- comprehensive review of the literature
“predispositions,” rather than socioeco- edged back in 1982 that it is “not inevi- and a summary of his own research, Conomic conditions. 11 His theories echoed table that serious crime will flourish or lumbia law professor Bernard Harcourt
those of his mentor, Edward Banfield, violent attacks on strangers will occur” concludes that, “Taken together, the
who theorized about a “culture of pov- if signs of disorder are left unchecked. wealth of research provides no support
erty,” which Wilson believed required a punitive
response,12 and those of The
Bell Curve’s other co-author,
Broken windows relies on fear-mongering, stoked by familiar
Charles Murray, whose arright-wing themes about the need for increased ‘security’ and a
guments suggest that crime
is the result of individual
compulsion to root out certain groups of people as embodied
mental and moral deficienthreats to a particular way of life.
cies.13 Wilson decried single parenthood, claiming
“illegitimacy was eroding
the nation’s values,”14 and,
as Pam Chamberlain wrote in PRA’s De- Indeed, the two wrote that their entire for a simple disorder-crime relationship
fending Justice: An Activist Resource Kit, premise is admittedly drawn from what as hypothesized by Wilson and Kelling
argued for “returning to a path where re- they themselves call “folk wisdom” in their broken-windows theory…What I
ligion is influential and where families rather than objective data, based on the have come to believe is that the broken
remain intact.”15
belief that perceived disorder somehow windows theory is really window dressNew York City became the first munic- renders an area more “vulnerable to ing, and it masks or hides more proipality to aggressively implement bro- criminal invasion” such that “drugs will found processes of real estate developken windows policing theories rooted in change hands, prostitutes will solicit, ment and wealth redistribution.”22
Like so many policies of the Right,
these right-wing intellectual traditions and cars will be stripped.”18 It’s a theory,
in the early 1990s. Under the leadership they implicitly admitted, based more on broken windows policing is rooted in
of former Republican Mayor Rudolph people’s fears and beliefs than on hard fear: fear of poverty, fear of youth, fear
of unregulated sexuality and gender
Giuliani, and bolstered by right-wing evidence.
media like the New York Post and rightThe theory later evolved to advance nonconformity, and deeply, at its core,
wing think tanks like the Manhattan In- the premise that individuals who com- a fear of Blackness. According to George
stitute, the city put Kelling and Wilson’s mit minor offenses—like fare evasion Kelling’s recent defense of the theory in
theories into practice with an internal in public transit—will, if not caught and Politico, published a year after Michael
Brown’s death, “The goal is to reduce the
SPRING 2016
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level of disorder in public spaces so that
citizens feel safe, are able to use them,
and businesses thrive.”23 Kelling concedes that it is, in essence, an approach
based on public perception—that is, on
feelings—rather than proof. In the end,
fear—of crime, yes, but also, as the original article explains, of “being bothered
by disorderly people,” like panhandlers,
“addicts,” or people living with mental

others that followed are Black, it is clear
that the “disorderly people,” the people
driving “boombox cars,” and the graffiti
taggers are also imagined as Black. As
gentrification of New York City proceeded through the 1990s, “disorderly people” came to mean those displaced into
public spaces in the context of neoliberal
devolution and cuts to social programs.26
In other words, broken windows policing isn’t about
reducing crime,
it’s about asBroken windows policing isn’t about reducing
suaging white
fear of poor
crime, it’s about assuaging white fear of poor
people,
Black
people, Black people, and people of color—
people, and peono matter how irrational or racialized.
ple of color—no
matter how irrational or racialized.*
FROM
BLACK
CODES TO BROKEN WINDOWS

Scratching the
surface of broken
windows
policing reveals
that, in the end,
the paradigm is
simply a repackaged and sanitized version of
the ways age-old
“vagrancy” laws
were enforced.
These laws were
explicitly created to criminalize
and control the
movements of
Rally against broken windows policy outside of the Manhattan Institute in
people deemed
New York City, December 10, 2014. Source: Hollow Sidewalks via Flickr. License:
undesirable
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/.
throughout
U.S.
history:
Indigenous
illness—is the moving force behind the peoples, formerly enslaved people of
theory.24 As Bratton once put it, “Ag- African descent, immigrants, women,
gressive panhandling, squeegee clean- and homeless and poor people. In his
ers, street prostitution, ‘boombox cars,’ recent defense of broken windows, Kelpublic drunkenness, reckless bicyclists, ling himself directly acknowledged the
and graffiti have added to the sense lineage, stating in reference to his 1982
that the entire public environment is a essay, “Given the subject of our article,
the Black Codes—vague loitering and
threatening place.”25
Although not explicitly stated, given vagrancy laws passed in the South imthat the communities described in Kel- mediately after the Civil War—were of
ling and Wilson’s original article and special concern for us. Under these laws
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police arrested African Americans for
minor offenses and, when they could not
pay the fines, courts committed them to
involuntary labor on farms—in a sense,
extending slavery for many into the 20th
century.”27 Without offering a means of
distinguishing present-day broken windows policing from these practices, Kelling simply submits that he and Wilson
were just arguing for “doing a better job
at maintaining order.”28
The question though, is whose order?
In their 1982 article, Kelling and Wilson
acknowledge that there are “no universal standards…to settle arguments over
disorder…” and that charges of being a
“suspicious person” or of vagrancy have
“scarcely any legal meaning.”29 Ultimately, they wrote, “These charges exist…because [society] wants an officer to
have the legal tools to remove undesirable persons from a neighborhood when
informal efforts to preserve order in the
streets have failed.”30
This is to say that, since its inception,
broken windows policing has self-consciously been about promoting a particular type of community, maintaining
particular structural relations of power,
and policing the borders of “desirability.” Delving deeper into its theoretical premise, a desirable community, as
described by Wilson and Kelling, is one
of “families who care for their homes,
mind each other’s children, and confidently frown on intruders.”31 Broken
windows policing is posited as the last
bulwark against a “frightening jungle”—
a term fraught with racial meaning—in
which “unattached adults”—that is,
single people—replace traditional families, where teenagers gather in front of
the corner store, litter abounds, and
panhandlers stalk pedestrians.32 In this
framework, conservative values with
deep racial overtones ultimately drive
how an individual’s presence will be perceived and valued,33 and promote disregard for youth, adults living outside
of hetero-patriarchal families, and lowincome and homeless people who live in
this idealized community.34
WHOSE QUALITY OF LIFE?

Key to implementing broken windows
policing is the proliferation of “quality
of life” regulations, which criminalize
an ever-expanding range of activities
SPRING 2016

in public spaces, including standing or ing,” over the last several decades, con- dows policing has contributed to widewalking (recast as “loitering”), sitting, servative commentators have called for a spread criminalization of Black youth in
lying down, sleeping, eating, drinking, relaxation of legal doctrines disfavoring New York City under a range of offenses,
urinating, making noise, and approach- vague offenses and reining in police dis- including disorderly conduct, unreasoning strangers, as well as a number of cretion in the name of “law and order” able noise, turnstile jumping, performvaguer offenses, such as engaging in agendas.37
ing on the subway, riding a bike on the
“disorderly” or “lewd” conduct. This
sidewalk, and being in a city park after
broad range of
potential
offenses gives police almost unlimited license
When I speak publicly about broken windows policing, I often ask how
to stop, ticket,
many members of the audience have ever fallen asleep on a train or ridden
and arrest. Aca bicycle on a sidewalk at some point in their lives. Dozens of hands shoot
cording to one
researcher, enup. When I ask how many have ever been ticketed or arrested for it, almost
forcement
of
all hands come down—that is, unless I am at a drop-in center for homeless
such low-level
offenses has beyouth or adults, or in a low-income Black neighborhood.
come the “most
common point
of contact between the public
COMMUNITIES IN THE CROSSHAIRS
and the criminal justice system.”35
dark. Between 2001 and 2013, 81 perGiven all of this, it’s easy to predict who cent of the 7.3 million people charged
Of course, what conduct is deemed
“disorderly” or “lewd” is more often than gets targeted by broken windows polic- in the city with a violation were Black or
not in the eye of the beholder, informed ing. Despite proponents’ contention that Brown.40 In 2015 the greatest number
by deeply racialized and gendered per- the approach targets specific behaviors, of arrests—29,198—were for not paying
ceptions. Where offenses are more spe- not specific people, the article on which the $2.75 fare on city subways; 92 percific, they criminalize activities so com- the theory is premised explicitly names cent of those arrests were of people of
mon they can’t be enforced at all times particular types of people—youth, color.41 In Park Slope, a Brooklyn neighagainst all people. When I speak publicly homeless people, people perceived to be borhood heavily populated by white
about broken windows policing, I often engaged in prostitution—as embodied families, police issue an average of eight
ask how many members of the audience signs of disorder.38 According to Pete tickets a year for riding bicycles on the
have ever fallen asleep on a train or rid- White of Los Angeles Community Ac- sidewalk. In Bedford-Stuyvesant, a genden a bicycle on a sidewalk at some point tion Network (LA CAN), a community trifying but still predominantly Black
in their lives. Dozens of hands shoot up. organization that has been fighting the community, police issue more than
When I ask how many have ever been effects of broken windows policing on 2,000 a year.42 Eighty-five percent of
ticketed or arrested for it, almost all Los Angeles’ homeless population for summonses issued for “open container”
hands come down—that is, unless I am decades, the inspirations for Kelling and violations in Brooklyn are issued to Black
at a drop-in center for homeless youth or Wilson’s 1982 article were much more and Brown people, even as countless
adults, or in a low-income Black neigh- explicit about the racial and gender white revelers spill onto the sidewalks of
borhood. There, many hands remain in make up of signs of neighborhood dis- the city on any given evening to smoke
order: “young Black men, young women a cigarette outside a bar or art gallery
the air.
As former Yale law professor Charles in short shorts hanging out on corners, while sipping on an alcoholic beverage,
Reich notes, “Laws that are widely vio- interracial couples, and gay folks.”39 The or pop open a bottle of bubbly to accomlated…especially lend themselves to se- result: dramatically increased frequency pany a symphony in the park, without
lective and arbitrary enforcement.”36 As and intensity of police interactions with any consequence whatsoever. One judge
a result, both vague and specific “quality Black and Brown youth, low-income and presiding over summons court in New
of life” offenses are selectively enforced homeless people, public housing resi- York City said he had no memory of havin particular neighborhoods and com- dents, people who are—or who are per- ing ever adjudicated an open container
munities, or against particular people, ceived to be—engaged in street-based ticket given to a white person.43
by officers wielding an extraordinary prostitution, street vendors (many of
Contrary to Kelling’s recent defense of
amount of discretion, largely unre- whom are immigrants), and anyone else his broken windows theory, the results
strained by constitutional protections. who is hyper-visible in public spaces, in- of this approach are not an error of apAs legal scholar Dorothy Roberts notes cluding lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and plication, but rather deeply embedded
in “Race, Vagueness, and the Social gender nonconforming people.
in the theory itself. In fact, the authors
The results are striking. Broken win- asked themselves in 1982, “how do we
Meaning of Order-Maintenance PolicSPRING 2016
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ensure that age or skin color or national
origin or harmless mannerisms will not
also become the basis for distinguishing
the undesirable from the desirable?”44
Their answer was that they were not confident that there was one—except that
police must understand the outer limits
of their discretion to be that their role is
“not to maintain racial or ethnic purity
of a neighborhood,” only to regulate behavior.45 The statistics above suggest
that officers are, in fact, exercising their
discretion—just in racially discriminatory ways.
CONSEQUENCES

The consequences for those targeted
are far from minimal. Broken windows
policing not only places Black lives at
risk of lethal and excessive force, as well
as sexual harassment, assault, and extortion in exchange for avoiding a ticket
or arrest, it also subjects Black people to

arraignment. Even if they simply receive
a summons, they are still required to
spend at least one day in court defending
themselves against minor charges, to
pay exorbitant fines and criminal court
fees, and to comply with community
service and other mandates imposed on
people convicted of offenses as minor as
spitting or littering.
Black people of all genders and sexualities come within the crosshairs of broken windows policing. In fact, one of the
less frequently discussed realities is that
it facilitates racialized policing of gender
and sexuality.46 According to Tanya Erzen, broken windows policing “enables
officers to act upon racial and gender biases they may have when they enter the
police department—under the guise of
enforcement of ‘unified guidelines.’”47
All too often, officers read actual or perceived gender disjuncture as inherently
out of order, resulting in stops, harass-

der nonconforming young women to be
profiled and targeted in the context of
“gang policing.”49
Broken windows policing is also a
driving force behind aggressive policing of street-based prostitution, which
has been documented to have racially
disparate impacts. These are rooted both
in profiling of Black women and women
of color—trans and not trans—as being
engaged in prostitution based on ageold stereotypes, and also in the makeup
of sex work which, like every other industry, concentrates Black women and
transgender people in its most visible
and risky sectors (such as street-based
prostitution, which more Black women are pushed into, versus legal strip
clubs, which frequently discriminate
against women of color).50 Gay and gender nonconforming men, for their part,
are profiled and discriminatorily targeted for enforcement of lewd conduct
laws in public bathrooms and
public parks. The broad discretion allowed in enforcement is
fueled by perceptions of Black
and Brown men—and particularly those who are gender nonconforming or perceived to be
queer—as hypersexual uncontrolled manifestations of sexual
deviance, with predictably racially disparate impacts.51
BLACK LIVES OVER BROKEN WINDOWS

Even as the broken windows
theory trades in fear of Black
people, it claims the mantle of
protecting Black communities
seeking more safety, and thereby, protecting Black lives.52
Heather MacDonald of the rightwing Manhattan Institute twists
the logic of Black Lives Matter to
argue that broken windows poRally against broken windows policy outside of the Manhattan Institute in New York City, December 10, 2014. Source:
licing “has saved thousands of
Hollow Sidewalks via Flickr. License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/.
black lives, brought lawful commerce and jobs to once drug-inthe daily indignity of being stopped and ments, and arrests of transgender, gen- fested neighborhoods and allowed milquestioned in their own communities, der nonconforming, and queer people of lions to go about their daily lives without
being ordered to put their hands on the color—along with anyone perceived to fear.”53
Right-wing commentators claiming to
wall and spread their legs to be frisked deviate from racialized “rules” of gender
be
concerned with the welfare of Black
in front of their neighbors, and some- or sexuality—for “disorderly” or “lewd”
times spending 24 hours wending their conduct offenses.48 Stereotypes framing communities are not alone. Progressives
way through police vans, precincts, and gender nonconforming people as inher- like David Thacher of the Gerald Ford
central booking pens between arrest and ently violent and deviant also lead gen- School of Public Policy in Michigan,
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writing in a blog for The Marshall Proj- criminatory enforcement, and police communities, leaving no one behind.
ect, have critiqued Campaign Zero’s call violence intrinsic to broken windows Together, they issue a clarion call to
for an end to broken windows policing, policing. They are resisting the false combat and dismantle systems of strucpointing to Black communities’ right to choices presented by broken windows tural discrimination that foster violence
safety and safe public spaces.54 Thacher, proponents, demanding both authentic while limiting opportunities and life
like Kelling, acknowledges the pitfalls of safety and an end to police violence, ha- chances of Black people—including
enforcing vague offenses like “disorderly rassment, and surveillance, along with “broken windows” policing.
conduct,” as
well as more
specific ones
The best
like bans on
strategy to
skateboardpromote
ing or public drinking,
safety in Black
which are not
communities
enforced
in
is to divest
white suburbs
as they are in
from
Black
compolicing and
munities. He
acknowledges
punishment
that, “As long
and instead
as modern poinvest in and
lice forces have
been around,
support Black
they have used
communities,
disorderly conleaving no
duct statutes
and many othone behind.
er public order
The Black Youth Project 100’s Agenda to Keep us Safe (2014) and Agenda to Build Black Futures (2016) articurules to inveslate visions of safety for Black communities. Source: BYP100.
tigate
suspicious and unpopular people
in circumstances when doing so overtly respect for rights and dignity. As the Andrea Ritchie is a Black lesbian police
would be forbidden,” noting that “the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement of New misconduct attorney and organizer whose
Ferguson Police Department’s intensive York City stated in the wake of Eric Gar- work focuses on policing of women and
use of a city code provision regulating ner’s killing, the “‘broken windows’ phi- LGBT people of color. She is co-author of
a pedestrian’s ‘manner of walking in losophy of policing, which purports that Say Her Name: Resisting Police Brutality
the roadway’ to run warrant checks and focusing resources on the most minor Against Black Women and Queer (In)Jusquestion suspicious people is only one violations will somehow prevent larger tice: The Criminalization of LGBT People
of many examples.”55 Although he ar- ones, has consistently resulted in our in the United States. She is currently at
gues for a kinder, gentler form of broken rights being violated.”57 They emphati- work on Invisible No More: Racial Profilwindows in the interests of Black com- cally state that safety cannot come at the ing and Police Brutality Against Women
munity safety, Thacher’s arguments in price of daily harassment, violation, and of Color, forthcoming from Beacon Press,
fact support the notion that it is bound the taking of Black lives.
and is a contributor to Who Do You Serve?
to produce the same results.56 UnfortuBlack voices and communities are Who Do You Protect?, published by Haynately, that hasn’t stopped some com- articulating their own visions of safe- market Press.
munity leaders, legislators, and poli- ty through Black Youth Project 100’s
cymakers from continuing to promote Agenda to Keep us Safe58 and Agenda to
and invest in this flawed approach in the Build Black Futures, Campaign Zero,
name of safety for Black and Brown com- and demands articulated by Black Lives
munities.
Matter59 and Ferguson Action.60 What
Increasingly though, Black communi- ties many of these agendas together is
ties across the country are speaking for the notion that the best strategy to prothemselves, loudly and clearly, demand- mote safety in Black communities is to
ing safety from all forms of violence— divest from policing and punishment
including the violence of profiling, dis- and instead invest in and support Black
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q & a

BY JONATHAN HUTSON

Racial Double Standards in a Mass Shooting Threat Case
David Lenio & White Nationalism

W

hen I worked for a gun him they did. Two days after our Twitter tural disparities in the U.S. criminal jusviolence prevention orga- encounter, police arrested David Joseph tice system. While people of color and
nization in 2015, I often Lenio, a 28-year-old who had recently Muslims encounter many “on-ramps”
spent time on Twitter as moved to Kalispell, Montana, from his into the system, a White mass shooting
part of my job.1 And that’s what I was parents’ home in Grand Rapids, Michi- threat suspect instead found numerdoing on Valentine’s Day 2015: tweet- gan.7
ous easy exits and “Get Out of Jail Free”
ing worldwide news2 about two deadly
This essay explores two journeys. One cards.9 The case would come to illustrate
shootings in Copenhagen, Denmark. is that of a wealthy and privileged young the kind of disparate prosecution of
One of the shootings was at a free speech man who sought a White supremacist far-right terrorism cases which Naomi
event in a café and the other was at a lo- “homeland,” but ended up taking a de- Braine has detailed in these pages, writcal synagogue, both following the pub- tour through the criminal justice sys- ing in the Spring 2015 issue of The Public
lication of controversial cartoons de- tem, before being released this spring Eye that:
picting the Prophet Muhammed.3 My without bail and without facing prostweets drew the attention of a Holocaust ecution. The other journey is my own:
The differential treatment of Islamic
denier who, I subsequently learned, the story of what happened after our
and far-right terrorism cases only bewas also a White nationalist who owned paths crossed and what I learned from
comes explicable through the lens of
three guns and lived on
political
calculation.
the outskirts of a White
The Right Wing is an
separatist community in
entrenched element of
Montana. His online inthe U.S. cultural and poteractions with me over
litical power structure,
the next few hours led
raising the costs of high
me to discover that one
profile law enforcement
day before, and episodiaction. The primary
cally over the previous
targets of federal antiseven weeks, he had
terrorism investigations
tweeted threats to shoot
have been Muslim men
grade school children
defined by their vulnerand Jewish leaders.4
ability rather than their
During our encounter,
power.10
he repeated some of Jonathan Hutson’s tweet trying to identify the author of multiple tweets threatening mass
these threats, specify- violence in February 2015. Photo courtesy of Investigation Discovery.
Perhaps law enforceing that he wanted to
ment obtains more con“put two in the head of a rabbi.” I re- our respective involvements in the judi- victions of Muslims because the FBI
ported him to the FBI and to local law en- cial system and what those experiences focuses on Muslim communities, and
forcement as a potential mass shooting say about the state of race and justice in constructs scenarios to entrap their
threat who also appeared to be planning the United States.
members, while simultaneously failing
a suicide-by-cop scenario.5 (Apparently
I didn’t know it then, but getting in- to act promptly on information about
referring to how some mass shooters volved in Lenio’s case would change my possible terror threats from the Right
have been killed by police, the man life and inform the national conversa- until their militant actions become all
tweeted his desire to massacre school tion about how to detect and deter on- but impossible to ignore.
children “until cops take me out.”6) line threats of mass violence.8 From
Much of this story plays out on Twit“Thank God Monday is a holiday,” one this relatively front row seat to the legal ter, where David Lenio’s tweets serve as
officer in Montana later told me, “be- process, I would come to witness what road markers for an ideological tour of
cause we have another 24 hours to catch many communities of color already the outer reaches of the Far Right, its
him before the schools open.” And catch have intimate knowledge of—the struc- culture of conspiracism, and the xeno-
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phobic anger of White men who feel dispossessed of their economic birthright
in the kind of fury that drives the supporters of Donald Trump.
THE MAKING OF “A POTENTIAL TERRORIST”

At the time of his Twitter spree of horrific threats, Lenio was a line cook in a
restaurant who falsely claimed he was
homeless and blamed his economic
struggles on Jews. He would go on to
find a calling as part of a populist, nativist movement which advocates the rise
of a new strongman in the U.S., scapegoats minority groups, and seeks to establish a White homeland in the Pacific
Northwest under authoritarian rule—an
ideal most adherents call the Northwest
Territorial Imperative11 and which Lenio
sometimes calls Cascadia.12 In the bio
of one of his several Twitter feeds, Lenio indicated his support for 9/11 conspiracism and bombastically described
himself as “a potential terrorist.”13 This
picture is far different than the one we
could paint of Lenio, as the snowboarding son of an influential investment
banker in one of Michigan’s most affluent cities.
Lenio’s father, Remos Joseph Lenio,
co-founded a private investment bank in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, in September
2015.14 For decades, he has specialized
in serving closely held, family-owned
businesses. A conservative Christian
who shows support on Facebook for libertarian conservative congressman Justin Amish (R-MI)15 and the libertarian
classic Atlas Shrugged, Remos Lenio also
shares close business, social, and philanthropic ties16 with the billionaire Dick
and Betsy DeVos family of Grand Rapids.17 The elder Lenio also seems to share
the DeVos’s vision of turning Grand
Rapids into a “Christian Wall Street.” He
initiated the $28 billion church financing industry’s first-ever loan syndication
deal when he was a partner in Hartwick
Capital of Grand Rapids in 2004. Lendees included mega-churches such as
Mars Hill Bible Church,18 where Betsy
DeVos serves on the board in nearby
Grandville, Michigan.19
The multi-billion dollar fortune of the
DeVoses, who are Christian Right leaders and one of the conservative movement’s guiding families, flows from
SPRING 2016

their founding of the Amway Corporation. As Mother Jones reports, “DeVos
family members have invested at least
$200 million in a host of right-wing
causes—think tanks, media outlets, political committees, evangelical outfits,
and a string of advocacy groups. They
have helped fund nearly every prominent Republican running for national
office and underwritten a laundry list of
conservative campaigns on issues ranging from charter schools and vouchers
to anti-gay marriage and anti-tax ballot
measures.”20
David Lenio’s own political evolution
may have begun with his father’s politics, but it appears to have spanned a
wide range of conservative ideologies,
from Ron Paul Libertarianism21 to the
Far Right.22 Though his religious identity is unclear from his public statements,
Lenio has described himself in a Twitter
bio as a supporter of the Second Amendment “and Jesus, too.”23
But his politics diverged from conventional libertarianism and Christian
Right positions at some point, taking
a turn towards the conspiratorial and
the overtly White supremacist. Rather
than publicly identify with any particular ideological camp, Lenio seemed to
exemplify the free-floating anxieties
and rage of some White men who feel
dispossessed. His tweets often focused
on mass shootings and terrorist attacks,
which he invariably labels as “false flag”
attacks—covert operations perpetrated
by Israel or the CIA. He claimed on one
occasion that Israel was behind the massacre at Sandy Hook Elementary School
in Newtown, Connecticut (which he
called “Sandy Hoax”),24 and on many
other occasions, charged that Israel was
responsible for 9/11. He also wrote in
support of White separatist movements,
tweeting in November 2014, “White
people need to organize racially, because the other races & democrats are
organizing on some anti-white bullshit
that needs countering.”25
A month after that tweet, he moved
to the town of Kalispell in Montana’s
Flathead Valley, which is well-known
on the Right, as well as in human rights
and law enforcement circles,26 as a locus of one of several White supremacist
enclaves known collectively as Pioneer

Little Europe (PLE).27
The PLE movement was founded over
a decade ago to be, in the words of its organizational prospectus,28 “a conscious
white community” that “comes to dominate a geographical area.” Investigative
reporter Judy L. Thomas writes:
The manual describes a plan to
“swamp” a target area by taking over
its local political and economic systems, forcing out those who don’t
share their beliefs. White nationalists
would live in close proximity to businesses that offer cultural facilities and
services, some of which would openly
support their political revival.
The movement has gained some traction in Montana.
In the past few years, dozens of white
supremacists have relocated to the
Flathead Valley, where civil rights activists say they are forging alliances
with anti-government Patriots because of their shared hostility toward
the government. 29
A CITIZEN REPORT

On the day that he arrived in Kalispell
in late December 2014, Lenio tweeted
his desire to shoot up a grade school in
the town, linking his threat to his economic situation. “I David Lenio,” he
wrote, “am literally so indebted & #underpaid that I want to go on a sandy hoax
style spree in a kalispell, MT elementary
#school 2014.”30
Over the next several hours, he fired
off four similar tweets.31 He wrote that
he wondered how long it would take before he generated national media coverage and other forms of attention for
beating the “shooting spree high score”
of the 20 kids and six adults who were
massacred at Sandy Hook Elementary
School—one of the deadliest school
shootings in U.S. history.32
From that day until his arrest about
six weeks later, his tweets focused obsessively on mass shootings. At times,
it appeared that he was grappling with
his mental health, as with this February
statement: “If I can’t even afford habitat
to live on, why the fuck shouldn’t I shoot
up a #school and #teach the world some-
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thing about ‘mental health’?”33 In a prior better mental health policy.”38
tion to his motives by tweeting, “I bet I’d
YouTube video posted in August 2012,34
But the fact that most of these shoot- take out at least a whole #classroom &
Lenio voiced a desire for the kind of in- ers displayed signs of possible men- score 30+ if I put my mind to it.” He then
famy that comes to mass shooters. He tal illness does not amount to proof of wrote. “#Poverty is making me want to
also expressed a distrust of psychiatry mental illness, nor does it demonstrate kill folks #mental health.”
and prescribed medications, as well as a causality. In 2014, Eric Madfis, an AsFBI studies show that terrorists, infear that his guns might be taken away if sistant Professor of Criminal Justice at cluding school shooters, often signal
he were found to be seriously mentally the University of Washington, used an their intentions in advance—sometimes
ill in a way that could make him a danger intersectional approach to examine the to peers or authority figures, and other
to himself or others.35
disproportionate rate of mass killings times to complete strangers.41 While
Lenio’s tweets suggest that, conscious- by White men in the United States. He I would normally ignore such hateful
ly or not, he was setting himrhetoric, David Lenio seemed
self up to be viewed as mentally
to fit the profile with the dozill—a factor which, if he could
ens of threatening tweets he’d
prove it, might mitigate his
posted since arriving in Kaguilt. That he would introduce
lispell. When Lenio began to
this concept is not surprising.
confront me on Twitter, after
When a White male suspect
my own tweets related to the
threatens or carries out a mass
shootings in Copenhagen, I
shooting, the public conversaread through his feed and betion often rejects the label of
came concerned. I saw his reterrorist while highlighting
peated threats to shoot schools
the suspect’s perceived mental
and synagogues, and tried to
state in an attempt to explain
crowd-source the problem of
his acts primarily as a result of
identifying and locating him,
mental illness, which could retweeting, “WHO and WHERE
sult in an acquittal or a lighter
is @PsychicDogTalk2, who
sentence. “It’s as if one cannot,
tweeted on Feb. 14 about
according to the conservative Screenshot captured by author of one of David Lenio’s many threatening
shooting up a school and explaybook, be both white and tweets on February 14, 2015.
ecuting grade school kids?”
a terrorist,” writes Black Lives
Lenio responded by asking
Matter activist and Daily News colum- reached a different conclusion:
where my kids go to school.
nist Shaun King.36
I decided to make a citizen report to
In contrast, when a person of color
Among many mass killers, the triple law enforcement, sending a timeline
or a Muslim engages in similar behavprivileges of white heterosexual mas- of Lenio’s threatening tweets, contexior, the public conversation tends to
culinity which make subsequent life tual information about Lenio’s appardisregard questions of possible mental
course losses more unexpected and ent White nationalist sympathies, and
illness while emphasizing the suspect’s
thus more painfully shameful ulti- a profile overview of his threats and his
ethnicity or religion. This dynamic, and
mately buckle under the failures of seeming desire for a suicide-by-cop scethe racial double standard it represents,
downward mobility and result in a fi- nario.
stymies discussion of how White male
nal cumulative act of violence to stave
When police investigated the next
privilege or even White supremacist ideoff subordinated masculinity.39
day, on February 15, they discovered
ology—a potentially aggravating factor
that Lenio had taken steps to put his
that could result in a harsher sentence—
But whatever his motivations and ideas into action: he’d retrieved a cache
motivates violence.
mental health status, by February 12, of rifles and ammunition from a storage
It’s also ironic, since White males 2015, Lenio was calling for the rise of locker near his apartment.42 He also had
commit a majority of mass shootings a new strongman—“a Hitler”—to lead a loaded semi-automatic handgun with
in the U.S. According to data compiled a White supremacist movement in fix- him in his van at the time of his arrest
by Mother Jones on 80 U.S. mass shoot- ing the U.S. economy, and stating that and two extra ammunition clips, as well
ings between 1982 and 2016, White sus- he was prepared to go down in a hail of as several jugs of urine—materials that
pects, almost exclusively males, were bullets while killing Jews. He contin- could potentially be used to create a priresponsible for around 60 percent of the ued the same day with the “bet” that mary charge for a bomb.43 (See sidebar:
attacks.37 That survey notes that most of he could easily kill a dozen schoolchil- What’s in a Jug of Urine?) Two local law
the shooters had displayed signs of pos- dren, which, he claimed, “Sounds bet- enforcement agencies deployed extra ofsible mental illness, such as paranoia ter than being a wage slave.”40 Minutes ficers to guard area schools and notified
and depression. The report’s lead author later, he imagined more than 30 dead every parent in the school system about
concludes, “Maybe what we need is a grade school students and called atten- the security threat.44 And on February
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16, the FBI, along with law enforcement
officers from four other agencies,45 arrested Lenio. He confessed on video to
issuing the tweets, stating that he was
glad that law enforcement had increased
school security in response. However,
Judge Heidi Ulbricht would later rule
this confession inadmissible because
the FBI failed to Mirandize Lenio until
after he made these statements.46
TOO WHITE TO JAIL?

After the arrest, however, the investigation of Lenio for his myriad threats
softened. To begin with, police said they
could find no connections between Lenio and Kalispell’s local White supremacist networks, despite publicly available
posts on social media and blogs documenting Lenio’s ties to White nationalist
leaders in the Flathead Valley, particularly members of the White supremacist
community Pioneer Little Europe.
Pioneer Little Europe (PLE) is not
so much a location or an organization
as an organizing method for bringing
White nationalists together. In the late
1990s and early 2000s, two White supremacists named Hamilton Michael
Barrett and Mark Cotterill developed
the PLE concept and promoted it on the
neonazi website Stormfront47 as a way
for White nationalists to develop affinity communities within existing towns
in order to gain political influence and
provide each other social and economic
support.48 The mostly conservative, libertarian, and gun-friendly population
in Montana’s Flathead Valley takes a
live-and-let-live attitude toward White
nationalists who espouse rugged individualism and back-to-the-land lifestyles. Two-hundred-and-fifty people in
Kalispell earn their living making guns
or gun parts,49 which provides economic
security from skilled labor as well as a
steady supply of potentially untraceable
weapons.
Unsurprisingly, the result of PLE’s
presence in an area can be polarizing.
In Kalispell, it led to episodes of violence, as documented in the recent film
“Hate in America: A Town on Fire,” coproduced by NBC’s Peacock Productions
and the Southern Poverty Law Center.50
While the police would say they
struggled to link this group and Lenio,
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What’s in a Jug of Urine?
That fact that Lenio stored jugs of urine in his van invariably catches observers’ attention. But
neither federal nor state or local police ever asked Lenio about this bizarre find.
We don’t know why Lenio was storing jugs of urine, because law enforcement failed to explore this potential lead. But if they had they might have made a shocking discovery.
Urine has been used to make urea to serve as the main charge in homemade urea nitrate
bombs69 in the U.S., as well as in Afghanistan, Israel, Iraq, and Pakistan. In the U.S., the bestknown case of a urea nitrate bomb is the February 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center.70 In
fact, it is a serious enough problem that the Department of Homeland Security offers a training
curriculum that includes teaching firefighters and other first responders to be on the lookout
for jugs of urine71 as a possible sign of what scientists have called “exceptionally easy-to-make”
improvised explosive devices (IEDs).72 The Associated Press reports, “One instructor noted that
the discovery of jugs of urine led to the arrest of potential bombers in New Jersey.”73
One bomb-making manual, published by a self-described militia member a few weeks after
White supremacist Timothy McVeigh bombed the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City in
April 1995, calls urea nitrate IEDs “piss bombs.”
Although urea nitrate bombs are well known to much of law enforcement, experts in counterterrorism, and the violent, revolutionary precincts of the Far Right, most of the rest of us have
been left in the dark about it. Unfortunately, some of “the rest of us” include law enforcement
officers responsible for an area that is infested with growing numbers of White supremacist
revolutionaries.
Urea nitrate looks like sugar and can be made with accessible and non-traceable materials,
such as urine, ordinary coffee filters and pans. Such items are at the fingertips of most people,
and particularly available to someone like Lenio, who was working as a restaurant cook.74 Later, a
Kalispell police officer to whom I spoke75 said he could not recall whether they had found coffee
filters, pots, aluminum foil, and something that looked like sugar crystals near the jugs of urine.
He didn’t know whether the jugs actually contained urine, or whether the urine had been boiled
down to urea, or whether the evidence still exists.
That the investigators did not appear to be interested in the possible domestic terrorism implications of the jugs of urine stored by this suspect—who had already threatened the mass
murder of children and Jewish leaders, and who appeared interested in joining a local clan of
White supremacists—is troubling.
Homeland Security to this day teaches first responders nationwide to be on the lookout for
jugs of urine as a possible sign of bomb-making activity. When alert first responders who had
undergone counterterrorism training encountered jugs of urine in a New Jersey apartment in
2004, they knew they were seeing potential bomb making materials. An investigation turned up
evidence of a plot to make urea nitrate bombs to target tunnels linking New Jersey with New
York City.76 But in that case, an instructor for the Homeland Security training course stated,77 the
apartment was occupied by people from the Middle East, who were subsequently deported.
Maybe there’s an innocent explanation for Lenio storing jugs of urine or urea in his van—
which, of course, by itself is not a crime. What is perplexing and significant is law enforcement’s
lack of curiosity, from the federal level on down, and the implications of such a blind spot toward
a White suspect and the double standard of dealing with potential domestic terrorists for our
national security.
This dangerous double standard persists despite that fact that, as Naomi Braine has written
for The Public Eye, “In the nearly 14 years since 9/11, more people have died in the U.S. from
politically-motivated violence perpetrated by right-wing militants than by Muslim militants.”78
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it appeared that not only had Lenio thy McVeigh—the man responsible for did not object. As conditions of Lenio’s
been drawn to the region by members bombing the Oklahoma federal build- release, the judge ordered him to stay
of the PLE, but his expressed opinions ing in 1995—who had several pages of off social media, to get a mental health
and threats mirrored those of PLE ac- the novel in his possession at the time of evaluation, not have access to guns, and
tivists. Recruiter and spokesperson for his arrest.55 (It’s also worth noting that refrain from contacting witnesses. HowPLE April Gaede had tweeted to Lenio McVeigh used what was called a “fertil- ever, the justice system failed to ensure
from her account @AprilintheNorth at izer bomb,” a truck loaded with ammo- that Lenio comply with the terms of his
least four months before he moved to nium nitrate, in his attack in Oklahoma release. He refused to obtain the mental
Kalispell. Gaede, who makes bolt-action City. A “piss bomb” of the sort that David health evaluation until finally Judge Ulhunting rifles51 in Kalispell and is an Lenio may have intended to make is an- bricht granted his defense attorney peroutspoken Donald Trump supporter, en- other kind of fertilizer bomb, composed mission to obtain a mental health evalucourages White supremacists to move to of urea nitrate.)
ation from Lenio’s own physician and
Kalispell for its job security,
to file it under seal.59 So the
low crime rate, and the oppublic does not know whethportunity to build commuer Lenio has received a diagnity with White nationalists.
nosis and, if so, whether he
Gaede also has close ties
is receiving any treatment.
with right-wing terrorists.
The deferral of the evaluaFor example, the Southern
tion and the secrecy as to its
Poverty Law Center (SPLC)
findings is of a piece with
reports that in 2007, Gaede
the preferential treatment
was accorded the “honor”
which Lenio has received.
of disposing of the ashes of
Additionally, though law
David Lane, the leader of a
enforcement wasn’t aware
neonazi group called The Orof this fact, Lenio’s Faceder who died while serving a
book page had been updated
190-year federal sentence in Excerpts from the letter written by former Aryan Nations leader Karl Gharst calling for several times60—including
connection with the murder support for David Lenio. Photo courtesy of Investigation Discovery .
with antisemitic statements
of Jewish talk show host Alan Berg in
Lenio’s association with Kalispell and quotes from former Ku Klux Klan
1984.52 On New Year’s Day 2016, Gaede White nationalists didn’t end with leader David Duke—while he was in
tweeted: “When Trump is elected, we Gaede. While Lenio spent five months jail, although inmates are not supposed
will have a new national holiday. #Day- in the Flathead County Detention Cen- to have access to cell phones or the inoftheRope.”53
ter following his arrest, another PLE ad- ternet.61 Further, although PLE memBoth Gaede’s association with The herent and former Aryan Nations “staff ber Karl Gharst posted messages online
Order and her “Day of the Rope” tweet leader,” Karl Gharst, supported him suggesting he might have visited Lenio
are related to William Pierce’s noxious and possibly visited him. Gharst turned in jail—messages that described Lenio’s
1978 novel The Turner Diaries, a fantasy to the internet to rally White suprema- conditions of confinement and describof race war and genocide that the SPLC cist support for Lenio,56 falsely claim- ing their conversations—the justice sysdubbed “the bible of the racist right.” ing that I had baited Lenio into making tem had no record of whether or not a
The Order was inspired by a fictional his threats—this despite the fact that visit had occurred, because the jail kept
group in Pierce’s book that aimed to Lenio had been tweeting his threats for no logs of Lenio’s visitors.
overthrow the U.S. government, which six weeks before he initiated contact
The trial was originally slated for Authey believed was controlled by a cabal with me. (Gharst was himself arrested gust,62 and then rescheduled until Noof Jews; in real life, The Order’s terrorist in 2004 for threatening to kill a Native vember 9. On November 9, it was deattacks included robberies of banks and American woman who worked for Child layed again, as Deputy County Attorney
armored cars to fund White nationalist Protective Services.57 He was taken into Stacy Boman stated that her office and
groups,54 as well as the bombings of a custody on the Idaho compound of Ary- the defense were trying to resolve the
theater and a synagogue. The Turner Dia- an Nations founder Richard Butler and case in the judge’s chambers, out of pubries also describes a day of lynching dur- spent five months in the same jail where lic view.63 One outcome of this would
ing which neonazis string up “race trai- Lenio would later be held.)
be that if Lenio were not adjudicated as
tors” from lamp posts: an event which
mentally ill, or convicted of a felony,
comes to be known, in the book, as “The A WHITE SUPREMACIST IN THE CRIMINAL then the state of Montana would return
JUSTICE SYSTEM
Day of the Rope.”
his three guns and ammunition, and
The deficiencies in the handling of he would be able to pass a Brady backOver the years, the book’s description of race war has been used as an in- Lenio’s case continued with its prosecu- ground check that would let him purspiration and blueprint for other White tion. In July 2015, Judge Heidi Ulbricht chase an arsenal.
nationalist terrorists, including Timo- released Lenio into the custody of his
I had initially been called to be a witfather, without bail.58 The prosecution ness in the trial, but when it wasn’t held
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I traveled to Kalispell anyway to hold a
press conference, along with local rabbis, parents of local school children, and
leaders from the human rights group,
Love Lives Here in the Flathead Valley.64
I felt the public had a right to hear the
evidence, to know what the justice system would do to protect school children
and religious leaders, and to be warned
that Lenio could be rearmed by virtue of
the state’s lax prosecution.65
But for the fact that Lenio is White and
the son of a politically-connected banker, he might have faced more serious
charges; he might have been tried more
swiftly; his security in jail would have
been tighter and records would have
been kept of neonazi leaders visiting
him there. If the court had deemed him
to be eligible for pretrial release, then he
might have been required to wear an ankle monitor and his bail would likely not
have been waived. Further, he would
have been held accountable for violating
the conditional terms of his release: his
failure to obtain a psychological evaluation and his continued presence on social media, where he posted at least 348
times since his release in July. Lenio’s
flouting of the judge’s orders made news
in Montana and nationwide, but local
Flathead Valley law enforcement offered
no explanation for why he was not rearrested.66 At the same time, 37 other inmates in the same jail were rearrested
for violating their release conditions.67
This March, three weeks before Lenio’s trial was finally set to be held—he
was ultimately charged with a felony
count of intimidation—the defense attorney announced that the prosecutor
and judge had agreed to a deferred prosecution. This means that Lenio, who
had already broken the conditions of his
release, is expected to be a law-abiding
citizen and keep his attorney informed
of his location for two years. Meanwhile, the charges have been dropped,
and the state of Montana has returned
Lenio’s guns without any further conditions or public explanation. If he is
found to break the law over the next two
years, then the prosecutor could decide
to pursue the case. Otherwise, Lenio’s
record will be wiped clean.
DID INCURIOSITY KILL THE CASE?

Although the prosecution of Lenio
SPRING 2016

may be over, we can say this much about future, a second casualty of the case is
the significance of the case: that it draws the public’s confidence in the justice
sharp attention to the problem of differ- system. In the wake of the prosecutor’s
ential prosecution in the U.S. criminal decision not to prosecute Lenio, local
justice system. The case began as one resident Jerry Weissman wrote a letof threats of mass murder on social me- ter to the editor protesting, “Letting
dia by a possibly mentally ill individual. Lenio go is not justice.”68 He continued,
One of the more pressing questions was “Who will hang their heads in ultimate
whether he would be able to get his guns shame if this powder keg of a person exback when it was all over. But over time, plodes and takes children’s lives? Who
serious issues of the disparate treatment will mourn if lives are taken, especially
of criminal suspects in terms of race and when proper care could have been taken
class have come to loom large. What’s to remove threats to the citizens of our
more, my further investigation suggests country?”
that if law enforcement had been even
On March 24, when the “Hate in
a little bit curious about the seemingly America” documentary premiered, Dainexplicable jugs of urine Lenio had in vid Lenio returned to Twitter. In what
his van at the time of his arrest, they seemed like a taunt, he pinned to the top
could have understood them as possible of his profile a series of exchanges from
bomb ingredients, with clear implica- our February 2015 encounter in which
tions for potential domestic terrorism. I tried to identify and locate the man
Law enforcement turning a blind eye to who had tweeted threats to shoot grade
a potentially larger threat, which might school kids. Several weeks later, on
have involved others, and may have put April 12, he indicated that he remained
the rest of
us at risk
of violence
from rightThe Right’s entrenchment within U.S. cultural
wing terrorand political power structures raises the costs
ists.
of high-profile law enforcement action against
As Naomi Braine
right-wing suspects.
writes
in
her exploration
of
differential prosecution of Muslim and fixated on the idea of shooting school
far-right terrorism cases, the Right’s children when he tweeted: “What do
entrenchment within U.S. cultural and you think costs more in most US cities?
political power structures raises the A gun with enough ammunition to kill
costs of high-profile law enforcement 99 school kids or the security deposit on
action against right-wing suspects. an apartment?”
What happened in Kalispell exemplified
Whatever Lenio does or does not do,
this. White nationalist leaders, such as it will take far more vigilance to see that
Gaede and Gharst, make their presence the criminal justice system works withfelt there. They have many supporters, out the filters of racial, religious and
and they attract unstable figures such class bias that fast track the prosecution
as Lenio to participate in their PLE affin- of some suspects but let others off the
ity group. When police claimed not to hook. That the likes of David Lenio mansee any connections between Lenio and age to avoid accountability for crimes
the local White nationalist groups, and that would have derailed the lives of
when they failed to meaningfully inves- most of the rest of us should shock us
tigate evidence of a potential terrorist out of our complacency.
threat, it seems a case of willful blind- Jonathan Hutson is a human rights activness: not seeing what is inconvenient to ist and strategic communications consulsee.
tant at Global Media Max in Metropolitan
Beyond the possibility that Lenio Washington, D.C.
could make good on his threats in the
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q & a

BY LINDSAY BEYERSTEIN

Tracking Blackness

A Q&A with Dark Matters Author Simone Browne
We tend to think of mass surveillance as a relatively new phenomenon, a byproduct
of the digital revolution. Examples of high-tech surveillance spring readily to mind,
including the NSA scooping up our emails, Samsung televisions picking up living
room chitchat along with your voice commands, and Oral Roberts University collecting data on its entire student body via Fitbit activity trackers. But, as it turns out, our
high-tech surveillance society had lower-tech precursors.
Simone Browne, an associate professor of African and African Diaspora Studies
at the University of Texas at Austin, describes her new book, Dark Matters: On The
Surveillance of Blackness, as a conversation between Black Studies and Surveillance
Studies—the latter a young discipline devoted to investigating the technological and
social dimensions of surveillance. Browne’s research shows that surveillance was an
essential part of transatlantic slavery, a system that held millions of people against
their will and tracked them as property. And she argues that slavery created an ongoing demand for technologies to monitor Black bodies. The day-to-day enforcement
of slavery raised familiar-sounding questions: Is this person who they say they are?
Are they allowed to be here? How do we know? Dramas of surveillance and countersurveillance played out constantly.
If surveillance is the state watching the individual, sousveillance is the individual
looking back at the state. The history of slavery is full of examples of both kinds of
watching. Slave catchers hunted down runaway slaves for money. The catchers were
themselves carefully watched, and the news of a slave catcher’s whereabouts could
Dark Matters: On The Surveillance of Blackness was
also spread rapidly through the Black community. Abolitionists also circulated handpublished by Duke University Press in October 2015.
bills warning free Blacks and their allies to be on guard against slave catchers.
Photo: Duke University Press.
Surveillance still goes both ways today, as activists counter police oversight by recording interactions on their own cameras and protesters at rallies for Republican
presidential candidate Donald Trump film their own attacks, not trusting event security cameras to hold anyone accountable.1
The long history of mass surveillance in the United States began with slavery. Slaves sought to free themselves by escaping
to free territories or impersonating free people, and the system had well-developed mechanisms to thwart them. Slave traders
branded the flesh of their captives to mark them as slaves. Further, slavery in the United States was so thoroughly racialized that
being Black was tantamount to proof of being enslaved—skin color becoming evidence of legal status. Slaves who gained their
freedom by “passing” as White had, in effect, eluded the biometric profiling of their day.
To this day, communities of color are subject to intensive surveillance, both public and private. Police helicopters are a familiar
presence in some neighborhoods. Young men of color are overwhelmingly more likely to be selected for stop-and-frisk police encounters. Browne argues that awareness of being under constant surveillance is an enduring condition of Black life.
This March, Lindsay Beyerstein interviewed Simone Browne about Dark Matters and what it says about surveillance in our current political climate.
How did you come to write this book?
I was working on my dissertation on Canadian/U.S. border security and I got into reading the Surveillance Studies literature. One
thing that I found that was missing was a discussion of the archive of slavery because it seemed so important to situate surveillance
as a key practice that underwrote transatlantic slavery. So, when it came time to write my own book, I wanted to put Surveillance
Studies in conversation with Black Studies.
An enslaving society does a lot of work to keep track of people as property. How does that technology and expertise carry forward
into our modern surveillance society?
I didn’t want to make the link that they are one and the same, but that some of the practices that we see happening now have earlier articulations or iterations. There were a few instances that I looked at: Mainly biometric technology, but also tracking people
with passports, which we still use now. Also, the ways in which bodies and people become disciplined by way of light. That is, how
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illumination can make bodies visible, trackable, countable, and
controllable. I looked at branding and biometric technology. I
also looked at the Book of Negroes, a record of Black Loyalists,
former slaves who were eligible to leave the U.S. to settle in Canada after serving in the Revolutionary War, as an early passport
to cross the Canada-U.S. border.
There were also lantern laws. These were 18th century laws in
New York City and other places that said that Black and Indigenous people had to carry a lit candle after dark if they weren’t
in the company of White person. Lantern laws existed in other
times and places but there was something specific about the
regulation of Black people on the move that I saw as a way to
think about how certain technologies become supervisory devices.
So, the lantern was a piece of technology that was mandated because Black people were deemed more suspect than everybody
else?

This was something that happened around the British evacuation of New York City [after the American Revolution]. Many
people who had answered the call to fight with the British had
entered into a bargain with them. These were people who had
escaped slavery. They’d worked with the British as soldiers but
also as support staff: cooks, spies, laundresses, and so on. Also
at this time you had slave catchers coming to New York to seize
former slaves who were set up on ships ready to leave the country mainly bound for Canada or Europe. People would be seized
on those ships and taken to New York’s Fraunces Tavern every
Wednesday from May to November to argue for their freedom
by demonstrating that they were behind British lines at time of
occupation and therefore entitled to go free.
What was the process of arguing for one’s freedom?

The tribunal was tasked with adjudicating claims under Article Seven of the Provisional Treaty of Paris, which said that
the British could not leave with Patriot property, namely “Negroes,” and that that “no person
That’s one way of putting it.
is permitted to embark as a RefuIt was a form of identification.
gee, who has not resided Twelve
Other people would have been
Months within the British Lines,
walking with lanterns, too. But
without a special Passport from
the idea was that that any White
the Commandant.”
person would be deputized to
The British created the Book of
seize that Black/enslaved perNegroes, which was basically a
son who was walking without a
record of the loss of human proplantern. You can think about the
erty. It was a record of who left
ways in which White people be[the country]. They would record
come deputized through White
their names, where they were
supremacy today around Black
born, who had enslaved them,
bodies in and out of place. I’m
how they ran away, information
thinking of a Trump rally. Even
about their bodies, how they
with people who go to a rally as
protest or as observation might Our high-tech surveillance society had lower-tech precursors. Photo: Jonathan were branded, racial descriptors,
and so on.
be marked as out of place there McIntosh via Flickr. License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/.
[The people pleading their cases
and subjected to violence. Being
Black, wearing a hijab, other markers of being out of place at a at the Fraunces Tavern] had claimed their freedom. At that moTrump rally, and then being subjected to violence from police or ment, you had slave catchers or others deputized to “take them
back.” We’re using the term “property” but these were human
Trump supporters.
You talk about slave branding as a precursor to modern biometric beings.
ID. How did that work?

There was branding for identification, but also as a form of
punishment.
I looked at the ways that the body becomes a mark or a measure
of enslavement. If you think of biometrics simply as marking or
measurement. How we use it today as identification, verification, or automation, thinking of iris scans, face scans, finger
scans…All of those ways in which the body is reduced to parts,
pieces, and performances for identification and verification
purposes. I wanted to see if there were moments when those
get racialized. Branding became a racialization process during
transatlantic slavery.
You write about the hearings at the Fraunces Tavern in New York
City and the creation of the Book of Negroes, a document that
listed 3,000 Black Loyalists who served with British during the
American Revolution and who sought to be evacuated to freedom
after the war. What happened?
SPRING 2016

You talk about the difference between surveillance and sousveillance. Would it be fair to say that surveillance is the powerful
watching the powerless (like the NSA opening our emails) and
sousveillance is the powerless watching the powerful (like citizens filming police brutality)?
There’s a graphic in the book designed by surveillance scholar
Steve Mann. For Mann, sousveillance is the b-side of surveillance. Surveillance is mainly oversight, governing, policing,
and the protection of private property. Mann sees it as almost
always repressive. The b-side would be about undersight, about
looking back—often through wearable computing, like body
cameras and cellphone cameras.
There are other forms of surveillance and sousveillance. Uberveillance is surveillance through bodily data, like a chip. Dataveillance is the use of surveillance through aggregate data algorithms. In the book, I also coined the term “redditveillance”
[to talk about crowdsourced review of surveillance] using pub-
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licly accessible CCTV, Flickr, and 4chan. You saw redditveillance, for example, during the Boston bombing, but there it
misidentified [innocent] people.
So for me it wasn’t particularly useful to think of surveillance
as always repressive or always liberatory. It’s not necessarily
good or bad.
There was a low-tech equivalent of “redditveillance” during slavery where people would be “open-sourcing” which slaves had escaped lately, right?
Yes. Collective eyes and watching.
Of who’s really Black? Or who’s passing? Or who’s meant to be enslaved?
You can also think of that in terms of
women fighting online harassment.
Women are being doxxed and being
“swatted” (law enforcement teams
maliciously sent to a person’s house
through collective sousveillance online).

there was a performance of an excuse for it after the fact.
In the book I was talking about how Black hyper visibility
shapes Black people’s ways of being—shopping while Black,
walking while Black, driving while Black—and what that might
do to the psyche.
You write about modern biometrics and Black bodies, how these
devices are calibrated, and what they see and don’t see. Some devices read stereotypically White features with ease, reliably picking up on the subtle nuances that distinguish one blue eye from
another, but failing to register stereotypically Black features.
Being “legible” to a security system
can make the difference between entering effortlessly and being shut out.

Think of biometrics doing a few
things. Identification: Who are you?
Are you enrolled in this database?
Verification: Are you who you say you
are? Are you the person whose biometric is encoded in this passport or
Green Card? Automation: Is anybody
When Black Lives Matter protesters
there? Like a sensor on a faucet in a
bring their own cameras to Donald
washroom.
Trump rallies to document abuses, is
In some cases you have certain bodthat sousveillance?
Dark Matters author Simone Browne discusses modern biometrics
ies
that, in biometric parlance, “fail
and Black bodies, how these devices are calibrated, and what they
I think it would be. The other questo
enroll”
or “become illegible.” Earsee and don’t see. Photo via YouTube.
tion is: To what end?
lier technology would read light irises
You sent me a story about Adedayo Adeniyi,2 who wasn’t even quite successfully but darker irises might not be read.
a protester. (Author’s note: Adeniyi is a Black Nigerian student
So the question becomes who is the prototype? I called it prowho attended a Donald Trump rally in Fayetteville, North Caroli- totypical Whiteness. There’s a famous video4 of a sink in a conna, in March 2016. He was unfairly ejected by security after two vention center. You have a seemingly Black hand, and soap disstrangers started arguing next to him, but not before 70-year-old penser is not working. With a White hand, soap appears. How
Trump supporter Jason Wilton Wetzel hit him in the face. Ad- are these technologies designed to serve particular bodies?
eniyi recorded the assault on his cellphone.) I watched the video.
I could hear him saying, “That’s not me, I’m not with them. I It’s interesting that racialized surveillance has made Black
don’t even know those people.” And he still got punched by a people more visible in some ways, but then you’ve got all these
technologies that are decreasing Black visibility because they’re
Trump supporter.
It’s clear from the video [that Wetzel] must have known the calibrated to capture the nuances of White bodies.
camera was on him. The camera might have become an invitaThat’s the conundrum. It might be quite liberatory to be untion. So the idea of having a recording is important, but it gets seen by these technologies.
tricky for a couple of reasons, even with those videos, since
I close the book looking at a YouTube video5 with about three
there’s still an anti-Black lens that those videos are watched million views. It was of two workers in Texas testing the facethrough. Rodney King raising his arms to protect himself gets tracking camera of an HP computer. One worker, he calls himinterpreted as a form of violence, as a hand about to hit. Ramsey self Black Desi, asks us to watch what happens “when [his]
Orta, who had recorded the killing of Eric Garner, there are re- Blackness enters the frame.” The camera doesn’t pan or zoom
ports of him being harassed by NYPD after Garner was killed or tilt of follow him. But when his White colleague enters the
and the video went viral. Last fall in Sacramento, a man record- frame, it seemingly works just fine. I use the question “what
ed a SWAT team raiding a house across the street. Police shot happens when my Blackness enters the frame?” What happens
him on his own property. They said the camera could have been when Blackness enters discussions of the discussions of sura gun.3 A camera can make a person the target of more harass- veillance, what does it do to those very discussions?
ment from police, or literally target practice for police.
Lindsay Beyerstein is an award-winning investigative journalist
You write about the ways in which surveillance changes our subjectivity. We start acting as if we’re being watched. Do you think
Wetzel felt like he had to perform White aggression because the
camera was on him?
It’s possible. We’d have to ask him what he felt. He later said
he didn’t know what came over him, that he’s not a racist. So,
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and In These Times staff writer who writes the blog Duly Noted.
Her stories have appeared in Newsweek, Salon, Slate, The Nation, Ms. Magazine, and other publications. Her photographs
have been published in the Wall Street Journal and the New York
Times’ City Room. She also blogs at The Hillman Blog, a publication of the Sidney Hillman Foundation, a non-profit that honors
journalism in the public interest.
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Commentary, continued from page 3
of a conspiratorial plot, giving fresh life
to the already-hoary “New World Order”
theories of the 1990s.
During the Bush years, the Far Right
largely declined from their 1990s levels of organization but remained active
and bubbling along on these conspiracist fringes. The candidacy and election
of President Barack Obama in 2008,
however, changed all that, sparking a
virulent opposition. The mainstream
Right, after years of right-wing media
conditioning during both the Clinton
and Bush years, seemed no longer able
to abide the idea of sharing power with a
liberal president and set out to delegitimize Obama by any means possible. And
it was through that shared hatred that
the mainstream Right and the Far Right
finally cemented their growing alliance
in the loose assemblage of conservative activists known as the Tea Party.
Ostensibly a movement for low taxes
and small government, in reality the
Tea Party represented the mobilization
of right-wing groups to oppose any and
every aspect of Obama’s presidency.
In the rural and suburban red-voting
districts where the Tea Party organized
itself, the movement became the living
embodiment of right-wing populism,
evoking and popularizing producerism’s
twin demonization of both liberals and
the poor and immigrants. As with most
varieties of right-wing populism, many
elements of the Tea Party embraced conspiracism, the supposed “tyranny” of
the president and ideas that bubbled up
from the Far Right, including “constitutionalism,” “nullification,” and even secession. The Tea Party became the main
conduit for passing ideas that originated
with the Patriot movement, and its farright cousins, into the mainstream of
American conservatism: the beliefs, for
example, that the Constitution prohibits
any form of gun regulation, federal land
ownership, or federal law enforcement.4
It’s from these corners of the Right that
the idea of the county sheriff as the highest legitimate law-enforcement entity in
the land emerged.
Hand-in-hand with these beliefs
about the Constitution came a panoply
of conspiracy theories: that a nefarious
New World Order is plotting to enslave
all of mankind; that President Obama
was born overseas and plans to institute
SPRING 2016

Sharia law; that climate change is a scam
dreamed up by land-planning environmentalists and leftists seeking to control
every facet of our lives.
This is a universe in which facts, logic,
reason, and the laws of political gravity do not apply. And early on, Donald
Trump identified its politics with his
own.
“I think the people of the Tea Party like
me,” he told a Fox News interviewer in
2011, “because I represent a lot of the ingredients of the Tea Party. What I represent very much, I think, represents the
Tea Party.”5
Trump in action has certainly delivered on that. The opening salvo of his
campaign, in which he castigated Mexican immigrants as criminals and rapists

Make America Great Again, I’m telling
you folks.”6
Trump has cannily tapped a large voting bloc that was already created by conservative movement activists, and made
large by the very rhetoric and ideology
that nearly all of the movement’s media
organs embraced to some degree before
his arrival on the scene.
Before the Trump campaign, these
true believers of the Hard Right were
thought to comprise the margins of the
Republican Party, a tiny subset that had
no voice and even less power. What the
Trump campaign reveals, unquestionably, is that they are no longer so tiny,
nor so powerless.
Even if Trump were to fade away after
2016—something that is becoming an

Trump has cannily tapped a large voting bloc that was
already created by conservative movement activists, and
made large by the very rhetoric and ideology that nearly all
of the movement’s media organs embraced to some degree
before his arrival on the scene.
and promised to erect a border wall, was
straight out of the Tea Party’s hardcore
nativist playbook. And his subsequent
positions and rhetoric—attacking “the
Establishment,” Black Lives Matter and
“political correctness,” vowing to outsmart China on trade, promising to protect the Second Amendment, promising
to overturn Roe v. Wade and suggesting
that women who get abortions could be
jailed—were similarly straight out of the
far-right populist milieu.
Most of all, his claim that his personal
wealth would make him, as president,
immune to the demands of the wealthy
and other special interests, formed the
foundation for his populist appeal, as
someone who would look out for the
interests of “ordinary Americans.” That
appeal was bolstered by his promises to
get the nation’s economic engine into
high gear, voiced in common terms:
“We’re going to get greedy for the United
States,” he told a crowd in Las Vegas.
“We’re gonna grab and grab and grab.
We’re gonna bring in so much money
and so much everything. We’re going to

ever more unlikely event—those who
support him will not, nor will their alternative universe shatter and fall. What
they will become after the election will
depend on how radicalized they are becoming during the election process, and
on how the rest of society responds to
the violence that emanates from their
ranks. It will be a serious and significant
challenge.
After all, the reality is that they have
been around for a very long time—buried deep in the American psyche—and
are now springing forth with renewed
vigor, thanks to the encouragement that
Trump is giving them.
David Neiwert is a Seattle-based investigative journalist and the Pacific Northwest
correspondent for the Southern Poverty
Law Center’s Intelligence Project, as well as
the author of several books, including And
Hell Followed With Her: Crossing the
Dark Side of the American Border.
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reports in review

Striking A Balance: Advancing Civil and Human Rights While
Preserving Religious Liberty
The Leadership Conference Education Fund, February 2016

Hidden Discrimination: Title IX Religious Exemptions Putting
LGBT Students at Risk
Human Rights Campaign, December 2015

For the Christian Right, the concept of religious freedom has become not just a justification for discrimination, but the central
framing of a large swath of contemporary public life. That’s why PRA has published two major reports about the ways in which the
Right has advanced this framing, as well as outlining the funding, ideology, and organizations behind their efforts. These reports
are Redefining Religious Liberty: the Covert Campaign Against Civil Rights, by Jay Michaelson in 2013, and When Exemption is the Rule:
the Religious Freedom Strategy of the Christian Right, by Frederick Clarkson in January 2016. Other organizations have also recognized the need for in-depth, well-documented discussions of the issues being raised.
Religious freedom exemptions from civil rights and labor laws are deeply rooted in areas of law and public policy that are unfamiliar to most observers. They also have complex histories and rapidly evolving implications. Two recent reports are helpful complements to PRA’s existing work on the subject:
Striking A Balance: Advancing Civil and Human Rights While Preserving Religious Liberty, principally authored by Public Eye contributor Peter Montgomery, was published in February 2016 by The Leadership Conference Education Fund. The report focuses on the
broad legal and political landscape of the struggle for LGBTQ rights. It also documents how the religious arguments commonly
used today against LGBTQ equality have been used across history to oppose many advances in civil and human rights, including
the abolition of slavery, women’s suffrage and equality, racial integration, inter-racial marriage, immigration, the Americans
with Disabilities Act, and the right to collectively bargain.
Hidden Discrimination: Title IX Religious Exemptions Putting LGBT Students at Risk was published in 2015 by the Human Rights
Campaign, authored by Sara Warbelow and Remington Gregg, the organization’s legal and legislative directors, respectively. This
report focuses on a narrow area of religious exemption from a civil rights law. As it happens, the 1972 Education Extensions of
Title IX of the Civil Rights Act includes a provision that allows educational institutions controlled by a religious organization to request an exemption from full compliance with the law if “application of the law would conflict with specific tenets of the religion.”
At the time of the report, 56 schools, primarily Catholic and Southern Baptist, had requested exemptions that would free them
from compliance with antidiscrimination provisions regarding gender identity and sexual orientation in areas such as housing,
access to facilities, and athletics. While it appears that the Department of Education must routinely grant such exemptions, HRC
has asked that the government and the schools be fully transparent about the process and the resultant policies.
Both reports make a number of recommendations regarding public education, legal and public policy, and communications approaches at the state, local, and federal levels of government.
-Frederick Clarkson

PRA is very proud to announce the publication of a groundbreaking
new report by senior fellow Frederick Clarkson:

When Exemption is the Rule:
The Religious Freedom Strategy of the Christian Right
By creating zones of legal exemption, the Christian Right seeks to
shrink the public sphere and the arenas within which the government
has legitimacy to defend people’s rights, including reproductive,
labor, and LGBTQ rights. The ability of government to ensure equal
protection under the law is under assault.

http://www.politicalresearch.org/resources/reports/
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